Prevalence of thoracic spine lesions masquerading as cauda equina syndrome: yield of a novel magnetic resonance imaging protocol.
Our objective was to describe the yield of actionable thoracic spine lesions for a novel magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) protocol including evaluation of the thoracic spine among patients presenting to the Emergency Department (ED) with symptoms consistent with epidural compression syndrome. Our ED and Department of Radiology together designed a novel rapid MRI protocol entailing 3D volumetric T2 weighted sequences through both the thoracic and lumbar spine obtained in the sagittal plane to assess for both lumbar and thoracic spine lesions. We recorded study outcomes for all patients undergoing this protocol or conventional lumbar MRI during May 2014-May 2015 to determine the prevalence of actionable thoracic spine lesions. We defined an actionable thoracic lesion as any pathology requiring treatment (e.g., medication, admission, surgery) not otherwise indicated on the basis of lumbar spine findings. During the study period, 112 of 124 (90.3%) of ED patients undergoing MRI evaluation for epidural compression syndrome underwent the novel protocol. The remaining patients underwent evaluation of the lumbar spine using only a conventional MRI protocol. Of the 112 patients undergoing the novel protocol, 6 (5.4%) patients had thoracic spine lesions indicating therapy not otherwise indicated by lumbar spine findings. The etiologies of these six lesions were: neoplasms (2), de-myelination (2), compression fracture (1), and degeneration due to pernicious anemia (1). Emergency providers should strongly consider the routine use of MRI protocols including thoracic spine evaluation in patients presenting to the ED with symptoms consistent with epidural compression syndrome.